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Send Us Your Comments

Oracle Retail Demand Forecasting Cloud Service Administration Guide, 19.0

Oracle welcomes customers' comments and suggestions on the quality and usefulness 
of this document.

Your feedback is important, and helps us to best meet your needs as a user of our 
products. For example:

■ Are the implementation steps correct and complete?

■ Did you understand the context of the procedures?

■ Did you find any errors in the information?

■ Does the structure of the information help you with your tasks?

■ Do you need different information or graphics? If so, where, and in what format?

■ Are the examples correct? Do you need more examples?

If you find any errors or have any other suggestions for improvement, then please tell 
us your name, the name of the company who has licensed our products, the title and 
part number of the documentation and the chapter, section, and page number (if 
available).

Note: Before sending us your comments, you might like to check 
that you have the latest version of the document and if any concerns 
are already addressed. To do this, access the Online Documentation 
available on the Oracle Technology Network Web site. It contains the 
most current Documentation Library plus all documents revised or 
released recently.

Send your comments to us using the electronic mail address: retail-doc_us@oracle.com

Please give your name, address, electronic mail address, and telephone number 
(optional).

If you need assistance with Oracle software, then please contact your support 
representative or Oracle Support Services. 

If you require training or instruction in using Oracle software, then please contact your 
Oracle local office and inquire about our Oracle University offerings. A list of Oracle 
offices is available on our Web site at http://www.oracle.com.
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Preface

This document describes the administration tasks for Oracle Retail Oracle Retail 
Demand Forecasting Cloud Service.

Audience
This document is intended for administrators.

Documentation Accessibility
For information about Oracle's commitment to accessibility, visit the Oracle 
Accessibility Program website at 
http://www.oracle.com/pls/topic/lookup?ctx=acc&id=docacc.

Access to Oracle Support
Oracle customers that have purchased support have access to electronic support 
through My Oracle Support. For information, visit 
http://www.oracle.com/pls/topic/lookup?ctx=acc&id=info or visit 
http://www.oracle.com/pls/topic/lookup?ctx=acc&id=trs if you are hearing 
impaired.

Related Documents
For more information, see the following documents in the Oracle Retail Oracle Retail 
Demand Forecasting Cloud Service 19.0 documentation set:

■ Oracle Retail Oracle Retail Demand Forecasting Cloud Service Implementation Guide

■ Oracle Retail Oracle Retail Demand Forecasting Cloud Service Release Notes

■ Oracle Retail Oracle Retail Demand Forecasting Cloud Service Starter Kit Guide

■ Oracle Retail Oracle Retail Demand Forecasting Cloud Service User Guide

Also, see the Oracle Retail Predictive Application Server Cloud Edition 
documentation.

Improved Process for Oracle Retail Documentation Corrections
To more quickly address critical corrections to Oracle Retail documentation content, 
Oracle Retail documentation may be republished whenever a critical correction is 
needed. For critical corrections, the republication of an Oracle Retail document may at 
times not be attached to a numbered software release; instead, the Oracle Retail 
document will simply be replaced on the Oracle Technology Network Web site, or, in 
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the case of Data Models, or, in the case of Data Models, to the applicable My Oracle 
Support Documentation container where they reside.

Oracle Retail documentation is available on the Oracle Technology Network at the 
following URL:

http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/documentation/oracle-retail-100266.html

An updated version of the applicable Oracle Retail document is indicated by Oracle 
part number, as well as print date (month and year). An updated version uses the 
same part number, with a higher-numbered suffix. For example, part number 
E123456-02 is an updated version of a document with part number E123456-01.

If a more recent version of a document is available, that version supersedes all 
previous versions.

Oracle Retail Documentation on the Oracle Help Center (docs.oracle.com)
Oracle Retail product documentation is available on the following web site:

https://docs.oracle.com/en/industries/retail/index.html

(Data Model documents are not available through Oracle Technology Network. These 
documents are packaged with released code, or you can obtain them through My 
Oracle Support.)

Conventions
The following text conventions are used in this document:

Convention Meaning

boldface Boldface type indicates graphical user interface elements associated 
with an action, or terms defined in text or the glossary.

italic Italic type indicates book titles, emphasis, or placeholder variables for 
which you supply particular values.

monospace Monospace type indicates commands within a paragraph, URLs, code 
in examples, text that appears on the screen, or text that you enter.
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Administration Process

The intent of this document is to guide an RDF Cloud Service (RDF CS) Administrator 
to perform the recurring administrative activities for the RDF CS application. This 
document outlines all administration activities required to support a live RDF CS 
application. In some cases, the detail will be explained in this document, and in other 
cases, the process will be covered here and details will be explained in the Oracle Retail 
Predictive Application Server Cloud Edition Administration Guide.

The RDF CS Administrative activities can broadly be classified into two categories. 
This document follows these categories and provide details for the tasks within them.

Regular Activities:

■ RDF CS Batch Task Administration

■ Patch/Install Domain

Ad-hoc Activities:

■ User And Role Maintenance

■ Monitor Domain Performance

Regular Activities
Once an RDF CS solution is live, the Administrator is responsible for two key activities 
that occur on a regular basis. The first of these activities is managing the weekly/daily 
batch which loads and exports data required for the RDF CS users to manage and 
share their forecast. Internally, it also does the calculations for necessary data 
aggregation.

The RDF CS Admin task offers a broad range of options to the Administrator to 
configure the batch run and maintenance. This document also provides a concise view 
to the Administrator on troubleshooting when the batch fails or diagnosing rejected 
records, importing/exporting of data files, reading logs, and modifying the scheduled 
batch to work around system maintenance or patch periods. The Administrator can 
also decide to run the export of data exclusively without running a weekly/daily 
batch.

Patch uptake is another recurring task that an Administrator needs to be familiar with. 
This document walks through the process of taking a monthly patch and the specifics 
the Administrator needs to take care of.

Ad-hoc Activities
The Administrator generally comes across certain jobs on an as-needed basis. For 
example, the need occasionally arises to do the following:
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■ Add a new user who just joined the team/organization and needs to use the RDF 
CS application.

■ Remove an existing user who has left the organization and needs to be removed 
from the RDF CS environment.

■ Manage a user's access when the role changes within the organization.

This document describes the necessary actions to achieve this kind of request.

The Administrator can leverage the standard Online Administration Tools (OAT) tasks 
on an ad-hoc basis without scheduling the task daily or weekly. Ad-hoc administrative 
activities include properly managing the reclassification of product so that forecast 
analysts can continue their work without interruption, monitoring domain related 
information to maintain system performance, loading a hierarchy* from OAT, and so 
on, are several jobs the Administrator needs to perform intermittently.

*Currently, Hierarchy is also referred to as Dimension for the RDF CS application.

Oracle Support
It is requested that all retailers submit Oracle Retail RDF Cloud Service support 
requests through a single point-of-contact for each environment; the system 
administrator is usually designated to perform this role. For the maintenance of bulk 
user and roles, Oracle Support is a smart solution.

The link to use when submitting Service Requests (SR) is:

https://support.oracle.com

To learn more about how Oracle Support works, go through the following training at 
the My Oracle Support website:

■ My Oracle Support (MOS) or Cloud Support Portal for New Users - A Getting 
Started Resource Center (Doc ID 1959163.1)

■ How-to use My Oracle Support - Customer User Administrator (CUA) Role and 
Responsibilities (Doc ID 1544004.2)

■ Oracle Support Accreditation - Series Index (Doc ID 1583898.1)

https://support.oracle.com
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1RDF CS Batch Task Administration 

The Oracle Retail Demand Forecasting Cloud Service batch task is a powerful tool 
provided to the Administrator to manage periodic load/export of Data/Hierarchy 
from the front end, eliminating the cumbersome effort of scheduling and running the 
batch from the back end domain server.

RDF Cloud Service uses the Oracle Retail Predictive Application Server (RPAS) Online 
Administration Tools as part of scheduling RPAS utilities and scripts that must be 
scheduled to run batch on Cloud, as the users do not have access to directly schedule 
scripts or run utilities on the domain server. Administration users can view the results 
of the scheduled scripts/utilities log in a dashboard through the RPAS Cloud Edition.

RPAS CE Online Administration Tools support the scheduling of standard RPAS 
utilities and, in addition, scheduling application-specific services. For a more detailed 
understanding of the Online Administration Tools and standard administration tasks, 
see the Oracle Retail Predictive Application Server Cloud Edition Administration Guide.

The following sections explain the application-specific administration tasks that are 
pre-configured for RDF Cloud Service.

Note: To complete the user provisioning activity, the same user name 
must be added in the RDF Cloud Service application and assigned to a 
necessary group.

RDF Batch Tasks
The configured batch tasks are a set of tasks which help the Administrator to 
load/export a predefined set of measures and hierarchies. These tasks are found in the 
Online Administration Tools as Configured Batch Tasks and RDF Batch Tasks.

Each task in turn calls predefined batch services to do the required tasks. RDF CS uses 
the Enterprise Edition batch framework to define the batch process.

Some tasks require input data files or hierarchy files as input. These files must be 
uploaded before the tasks are scheduled. Some tasks export files out of the application. 
Those files are copied to the SFTP export location, and users can download these 
exported files.

The SFTP file location is a space provided to the Administrator to load import files and 
access exported batch files. For more information, see "Batch File 
Uploads/Downloads."

Customers also have the option to use RDM (Retail Data Mart) to share common 
hierarchies and common data across different planning applications. For more details 
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about the RDM Shared Hierarchies, refer to the Oracle Retail Predictive Application 
Server Cloud Edition Administration Guide.

The following list shows the application-specific administration tasks that are 
pre-configured for RDF Cloud Service under Configured Batch Tasks:

■ Run Batch Measure Load Group

■ Run Batch Measure Export Group

These batch tasks are explained in detail in subsequent sections. There are some 
additional tasks available under Configured Batch Tasks which are generic 
RPAS-specific tasks. Details about the RPAS-specific tasks can be found in the Batch 
Administration section in the Oracle Retail Predictive Application Server Cloud Edition 
Administration Guide.

The following table shows the application-specific administration tasks that are 
pre-configured for RDF Cloud Service under RDF Batch Tasks, then Run RDF Batch.

RDF Batch Tasks

Daily Export

Export Demand Forecast

Export RI Base Demand

Import RI/DT Measures

Import Size Profile

Import Standard Hierarchies

Initial Measure Load

LLC Parameter Estimation

SLC Parameter Estimation

Transform RMS Files

Weekly Forecast

Run Batch Measure Load Group
This task is used to load a predefined set of measures grouped as a measure set in the 
batch control file batch_loadmeas_list.txt. The predefined measure load option, 
load_weekly, is a named set of load measures in the batch control file. If the 
Administrator decides to load the measure set for load_weekly, the Administrator 
needs to load data for measures which includes measures such as regular sales, 
promotional sales and clearance sales. All required data files must be uploaded to the 
SFTP location before scheduling this task. For more information, see "Batch File 
Uploads/Downloads." If there is no file present to load a particular measure in that 
measure set, it will be logged as not found and skipped.

This process will only load the data into those measures and will not run any 
subsequent calculations after it. The Administrator may need to schedule the 
necessary Run Batch Calc Group task after scheduling this task in order to process the 
loaded data.

Note:  Long Life Cycle is abbreviated as LLC and Short Life Cycle is 
abbreviated as SLC.
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The Predefined Measure Load Options in RDF CS are:

■ domain_build - To load all the measures whose data file were generated by RDF 
plugin. 

■ load_weekly - To load all the measures whose data file may come from RMS plus 
the SLC item indicator, loaded promotion indicator for LLC preprocessing, and 
load outlier indicator for LLC preprocessing loaded. 

■ load_newitem - To load all the measures related to new item.

■ load_group – To load all group assignment measures for both SLC and LLC.

■ load_LLC_weekly –To load all measures associated to the Long lifecycle (Baseline 
only) forecast level with weekly update (with week dimension).

■ load_LLC – To load all measures associated to the Long lifecycle (Baseline only) 
forecast level with weekly update (without week dimension).

■ load_CSL_weekly- - To load all measures associated to the Long lifecycle forecast 
level with weekly update (with week dimension).

■ load_CSL-  To load all measures associated to the Long lifecycle forecast level with 
weekly update (without week dimension).

■ load_SLC_weekly- To load all SLC measures with weekly update (with week 
dimension) such as promotion calendars, sales price and markdown indicator. The 
measures in load_weekly are not included in this set.

■ load_SLC – To load all SLC measures may not need weekly update (without week 
dimension) such as user provided seasonal curves, enabled promotions, 
promotion aggregation profile, baseline spread profile, promotion effects override 
and default and global escalation paths.

For details about the list of measure files, file format, and source information, see the 
Oracle Retail Demand Forecasting Cloud Service Implementation Guide.

The retailer can customize this task to load different sets of measures by customizing 
the batch control files. For information about customizing/extensibility of the batch 
control files and how to upload them, see the Oracle Retail Demand Forecasting Cloud 
Service Implementation Guide. 

Run Batch Measure Export Group
This task exports a predefined set of measure data into flat files. The predefined set of 
measures to be exported are defined in the batch control file batch_exportmeas_list.txt.

This set of exported data can be used for integration with other applications. Typically, 
the data is exported to a database that creates a report or allows a query by users. The 
Administrator needs to schedule the Set Export Flags under the Run Batch Calc Group 
task to set the required export flags before scheduling this task. Exported files for this 
task are put into the SFTP Export location; users can download the files from this 
location. For more information, see "Batch File Uploads/Downloads."

The standard exports from RDF CS are available to the retailer to use by any 
downstream applications which needs RDF CS forecast data. Default approved plan 
standard exports are included as part of the daily and weekly batch.

The predefined options for these tasks are:

■ Export Weekly Forecast 

■ Export Daily Forecast
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For details about the list of measures exported in each files, and the file name and 
format details, see the Oracle Retail Demand Forecasting Cloud Service Implementation 
Guide.

The Run Batch Measure Export group task can be configured to export additional 
measures by changes to the batch control files. For information about changing the 
batch control files and how to upload them, see the Oracle Retail Demand Forecasting 
Cloud Service Implementation Guide. 

Transform RMS Files (rms_xform_ftp)
This task is used to transform all hierarchy and data files from RMS to the required 
format. It runs as part of Weekly Batch with RMS. This task, when run as a stand-alone 
task, transforms the RMS hierarchy and data files and also creates rms_hier.zip and 
copies the files to the SFTP outgoing path. This task is mainly for creating the initial set 
of transformed RMS hierarchy files to build a new domain with the RMS hierarchy 
files using Self Service. The user does not need to use this task if there is no RMS 
integration.

The Batch Transform task formats the interface files by filtering the required columns 
or splitting the input files into multiple files needed for the interface.

This task runs the following activities in this order:

■ Transform RMS Calendar Hierarchy File

■ Transform RMS Product Hierarchy File

■ Transform RMS Location Hierarchy File

■ Transform RMS Product Attribute Files

■ Transform RMS Sales File

■ Transform RMS Outage Indicator File

Initial Measure Load
This task is used to load all measures and perform post data load calculation. It is the 
next step immediately after RDF domain build/patch.

This tasks runs the following activities in this order:

■ Load measures in domain_build measure set

■ Load measures in load_weekly measure set

■ Load measures in load_newitem measure set

■ Load measures in load_group measure set

■ Load measures in load_LLC_weekly measure set

■ Load measures in load_LLC measure set

■ Load measures in load_SLC_weekly measure set

■ Load measures in load_SLC measure set

■ Run the calc set of post_data_load

LLC Parameter Estimation
This task loops through the LLC final forecasting levels and perform LLC item 
forecasting parameter estimations for each LLC final level (causal level or baseline 
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only levels). This task can be run every quarter. Seasonality Curves at every escalation 
level and promotion effects at pooling levels were calculated for causal final level. 
Seasonality Curves at each escalation level were calculated for baseline only level. This 
task has to be performed at least once prior to any LLC forecast generation. The LLC 
parameter estimation will performing the following activities in the order listed:

■ Run preprocess of LLC data

■ Estimation input parameter merging

■ Seasonal Curve Estimation

■ Seasonal Curve Pruning

■ Promotional Effects Estimation

■ Promotional Effects Pruning

■ Promotion Effect 

SLC Parameter Estimation
This task loops through the SLC final forecasting levels and perform SLC item 
forecasting parameter estimations for each SLC final level. This task can be run every 
quarter. Seasonality Curves, promotion effects and price elasticities at every escalation 
level were calculated. This task has to be performed at least once prior to any SLC 
forecast generation. The slc parameter estimation will performing the following 
activities in the order listed:

■ Preprocessing

■ Season Code Setup

■ Promotion Effects Estimation And Pruning

■ Depromote

■ Sales Transformation

■ Price Elasticity Estimation And Pruning

■ Deprice

■ Seasonal Curve Estimation

■ Seasonal Curve Normalization and Pruning

Weekly Forecast
This task runs the RDF weekly batch from data loading to exported forecast 
calculation. It loops through each final level and run forecast. The following activities 
were perform in the order listed:

■ RMS File Transformation

■ Data Load

■ Post Data Load Calculation

■ Custom Task Pre-batch

■ LLC Preprocessing

■ Custom Task Post LLC Preprocessing

■ New Item Batch
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■ Short Life Cycle Forecasting

■ LLC Baseline Only Level Forecasting (if there are any Baseline Only levels)

■ LLC Causal Level Forecasting

■ Calculate Export Measures (combine forecast from different levels)

Export Demand Forecast and Daily Export
This task is used to export forecast and forecast errors. It exports forecasts & forecast 
errors at day and week.

Export RI Base Demand
This task is used to export baseline forecast to ORASE or RI.

Import Size Profile
This task is used to import the Size Profile related measures from ORASE.

Import Standard Hierarchies
This task is used to import the calendar, product, location and attribute hierarchies and 
run RDF-specific post-processing.

Import RI/DT Measures
This task is used to import the demand transference related measure from RI or 
ORASE.

Scheduling Configured Batch Administration Tasks
This section walks through an example of the process for scheduling and monitoring 
the Configured Batch Administration task in the Run Batch Measure Export Group. 
The steps for scheduling all other tasks are similar, and most of the tasks do not have 
additional input parameters specific to that task. For more details about scheduling 
and monitoring Online Administration Tools tasks, see the Oracle Retail Predictive 
Application Server Cloud Edition Administration Guide.

To schedule and monitor a Configured Batch Administration task:

1. Log in to the RDF CS application as an Administration user.

2. In the Tasks list, select Admin Tasks for RDF CS Customer Domain and then 
Online Admin Tools. Click Submit a New Admin Task.
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Figure 1–1 Administration Tasks

3. Select the Configured Batch Tasks for Task Group and click Next.

Figure 1–2 Select Task Group

4. In the task list, select Run Measure Export Group and click Next.

Figure 1–3 Select Task Workbook Wizard Window
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5. Enter the Task Label. This task has an additional parameter to choose the export 
version. In following figure, as an example, Item Plan - Pre-Season is selected. 
Click Next.

Figure 1–4 Export Version Selection

6. To schedule the task to run immediately, select Run ASAP and click Next. To run 
on a particular date and time, select Run on a Schedule (One time, Hourly, Daily, 
Weekly, or Monthly). Provide the Server Start and Stop Date/Time and click Next.

Figure 1–5 Schedule Task Workbook Wizard Window

7. In the Confirm Action window, review the task scheduling details. To confirm the 
scheduling and submit the task, click Finish.
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Figure 1–6 Confirm Action Window

The task submitted confirmation message appears.

Figure 1–7 Task Submitted Confirmation Message

8. To check the status of all submitted tasks in the Dashboard, click Dashboard and 
select Administration from the list of Dashboard Profiles in the dropdown.

Figure 1–8 Location of Administration Dashboard Selection

At the bottom of the dashboard, it contains the lists of tasks submitted and their 
status.
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Figure 1–9 List of Submitted Tasks

The Status column shows whether a job has completed successfully, failed, or is 
pending (Scheduled). For any completed (Success/Failed) tasks, click the job name 
to view the log. For failed tasks, the logs show the error details.

Following is a an example of a log showing an error:

Following is an example of a log showing the cause of an error:

Note: The detailed log file can be found in the SFTP sever. The log 
file names are appended with the text success/fail along with the time 
stamp for easy identification. For example:

log_201802150047_eebatch_loadmeas_success.tar.gz

log_201802211218_eebatch_calc_fail.tar.gz

Modify Configured Batch Tasks
Due to a business requirement, the Administrator may need to modify a scheduled 
batch task. The Modify an Admin task capability of RPAS provides the Administrator 
the tool to handle this kind of situation.

For example, an Online Administration Tool task is currently scheduled for weekly 
once on Sunday, but due to a business constraint, the Administrator needs to run the 
specific task on Saturday instead of Sunday for a week. The Administrator can achieve 
the goal using the Modify an Admin task.

The alternate way of handling with any change in a scheduled task is by copying the 
scheduled task, changing the start date, and then deleting the original scheduled task.
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The Administrator submits any configured Batch Task scheduled weekly on Sunday. 
The following steps walk you through the process of changing the schedule of any 
scheduled batch using Online Administration Tools:

1. Set up the Run Batch Task Group.

Figure 1–10 Schedule Task Window

2. Review the selected setup.

Figure 1–11 Confirm Action Window

3. View the submitted task on the dashboard.

Figure 1–12 View of Submitted Task
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4. Modify the task to run on Sunday rather than Saturday.

Figure 1–13 Admin Tasks

5. Select the task to modify.

Figure 1–14 Modify an Admin Task

6. Verify the details. Enter the new parameters for modification.
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Figure 1–15 Modify an Admin Task

7. Submit the modified task.

Dashboard
The Dashboard provides pre-configured dashboard profiles to the user once logged 
into the application. There are five profiles pre-configured for RDF CS:

1. Administration - task status
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Figure 1–16 Dashboard - Administration Task Status

2. Overview

Figure 1–17 Dashboard - Overview Status

3. Forecast scorecard
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Figure 1–18 Forecast Scorecard

4. Long Life Cycle Exceptions
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Figure 1–19 Dashboard - Long Life Cycle Exceptions

5. Short Life Cycle Exceptions
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Figure 1–20 Dashboard Short Life Cycle Exceptions

The dashboard pulls the data from an admin workbook built from the Online 
Administration Tool. In order to view the dashboard, an Administrator must 
schedule the dashboard workbooks from the System Admin Tasks.

Figure 1–21 Schedule Dashboard Workbooks Task
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Figure 1–22 Specify Arguments for Schedule Dashboard Workbooks Task

■ Task Label – Enter the name of the build task to review the status of build.

■ RPAS_TODAY – Optional if we need to build dashboard as of some other day 
other than the current date.

■ Range dimension – Calendar dimension against which the dashboard will be 
pre-ranged.

■ Pre-Season Range – Number of periods of Range dimension that needs to be 
included before RPAS_TODAY

■ Post-Season Range – Number of periods of Range dimension that needs to be 
included after RPAS_TODAY.

■ Users – Select All Users or User Groups who can access that dashboard.

Note: For RDF, all of the dashboard profiles are 
calendar-independent so Range Dimension, Pre-Season Range, and 
Post-Season Range are not relevant and the defaults can be used. 

Retail Home
If Retail Home is configured, it provides a dashboard view of key configured metrics 
as tiles across multiple applications in the enterprise. RDF CS has the following tile 
states configured for Retail Home. These metrics are configured on the same 
dashboard templates. Hence, the regular dashboard segment needs to be built first, in 
order to see the Retail Home tiles. Retail Home uses a different set of JSON files to get 
the data from the dashboard segments into these tiles.

RDF CS has the following three tile states configured:

■ Current versus Historic In-Stock

■ Sales versus Promotions
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■ Mean Absolute Percent Error

Current versus Historic In-Stock
Metrics displayed in this tile state:

■ Current In-Stock

■ Historic In-Stock

Figure 1–23 Current versus Historic In-Stock Tile State

Sales versus Promotions
Metrics displayed in this tile state:

■ Total Sales

■ Promo Sales

■ Markdown Sales

Figure 1–24 Sales versus Promotions Tile State

Mean Absolute Percent Error
Metrics displayed in this tile state:

■ Mean Absolute Percent Error

■ Mean Absolute Percent Error (System)
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Figure 1–25 Mean Absolute Percent Error Tile State

Batch File Uploads/Downloads
The following steps describe the file upload/download process. For the batches that 
load data, the Administrator needs to upload the relevant files which load the data to 
the SFTP server before running the batch. After running any export task, the exported 
files can be found in the export location of the SFTP server.

For details regarding content and formatting of the upload and download files, see the 
Oracle Retail Demand Forecasting Cloud Service Implementation Guide.

Adding Authorized Keys
The following is the process to generate a 2048 bit RSA key and add the same to the 
SFTP server. This is done with the help of the WinSCP tool on Windows. However, the 
same can be done using ssh-keygen on Linux as well.

Prerequisites:

■ The WinSCP tool must be installed before performing the following process.

■ The Private/Public keys must be generated and the Public key must be associated 
with your SFTP Account for the file upload/Download. 

1. Launch WinSCP and select Tools > Run PuttyGen.

2. Select "SSH-2 RSA" for the type of key to generate and enter "2048" for the number 
of bits in a generated key field. Click Generate.
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Figure 1–26 Key Generator

3. Move the mouse over the blank space in the window until the key is generated. 
Moving the mouse over the blank space creates a random pattern which is used 
for key generation.
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Figure 1–27 Key Generator Progress

4. Once the key is generated, click Save public key to save the public key to a file.

5. Click Save private key to save the private key to a file. Confirm to save it with or 
without a passphrase.

6. Open an SR with Oracle Support, to associate the public key with your SFTP 
account (attach the key with the SR).

Logging In to WinSCP
The upload steps use the private key generated in the Adding Authorized Keys 
section.

1. Launch WinSCP and connect to <SFTP Server> using port 22.

2. Enter the user name and click Advanced.

3. Click Authentication.

4. In the Private Key File field, click Browse and select the private key created in the 
Adding Authorized Keys section.
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Figure 1–28 Advanced Site Settings Dialog

5. After loading the private key file, click OK.
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Figure 1–29 Private Key File Loaded

6. Click Login. The window does not prompt for a password and logs in to the SFTP 
server. Provide a passphrase if one has been set up.

Uploading the Batch File
The following diagram provides an overview of the FTP/internal holding 
area/domain and how the files move.
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Figure 1–30 File Movement Between Internal Holding Area and Domain

The following steps walk you through the process to upload batch (data/Hierarchy) 
files. For information about the administration tasks that require uploading batch files, 
see "RDF Batch Tasks."

For information about the file contents of various exports and formatting, see the 
information on data load in the Oracle Retail Oracle Retail Demand Forecasting Cloud 
Service Implementation Guide.

To upload the batch file:

1. Log in to WinSCP. Follow the steps in "Logging In to WinSCP."

2. Transfer all the data files to the directory /<SFTP User>.

3. Create a directory named COMMAND under /<SFTP User> if it does not already 
exist.

4. Change to the /<SFTP User>/COMMAND directory.

5. Transfer an empty file named COMPLETE.

6. Run the required batch/task from the Online Administration Tools.

File Downloads
The following steps walk you through the process of accessing download files. For 
information about the administration tasks that create different exports from the 
applications, see "RDF Batch Tasks."

For information about the file contents of various exports and formatting, see the 
information on exports in the Oracle Retail Oracle Retail Demand Forecasting Cloud 
Service Implementation Guide.
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To download files:

1. Log in to WinSCP. Follow the steps in "Logging In to WinSCP."

2. Change the directory to /<SFTP User>/EXPORT or /<SFTP User>/Export/logs 
(for log files).

3. Create a directory named COMMAND under /<SFTP User>/EXPORT if it does 
not already exist.

4. Change to the /<SFTP User>/EXPORT/COMMAND directory.

5. Transfer an empty file named COMPLETE.

6. Run the required batch/task from the Online Administration Tools.

7. Download all the data files. The log files are in .zip format.

Note: The log file names are appended with the success/fail text in it 
along with the time stamp for easy identification.

For example: log_201802150047_eebatch_loadmeas_success.tar.gz and 
log_201802211218_eebatch_calc_fail.tar.gz
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2Install/Patch Domain

This chapter describes the process to install or patch a domain.

Self Service - Installing the RDF Cloud Service Application from the 
Bootstrap Domain

This section describes the process of installing RDF Cloud Service from the bootstrap 
domain with retailer data and generated configuration for the plug-in options. Once 
RPAS CE and RDF Cloud Service are installed in the Oracle Cloud environment, the 
Administrator will have the option to overwrite and install the domain with GA data 
or with retailer data. The Administrator also has the option to generate the 
configuration for different plug-in options.

Bootstrap Environment
A newly provisioned RDF CS environment is set up with a bootstrap configuration 
that allows the Administrator to log and access the Online Administration Tools (OAT) 
interface before the domain has been built. The bootstrap OAT configuration allows 
only tasks required to construct a domain. Once the domain has been constructed, the 
domain task and the bootstrap activities both will be available. This allows the domain 
to be rebuilt from scratch multiple times if needed.

Installation from the Bootstrap Domain
The following steps take you through the process of building a customer domain for 
RDF Cloud Service using the bootstrap domain:

1. After installing RDF Cloud Service, log in to the bootstrap domain as an 
Administration user.

2. In the Tasks list, select Admin Tasks for RPASCE Bootstrap and then Online 
Admin Tools. Click Submit a New Admin Task.

Figure 2–1 Admin Tasks for RPASCE Bootstrap Task

3. Select the Build RDF Domain task and click Next. 
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Figure 2–2 Select Build RDF Cloud Service Domain Task

4. Set the arguments for the task:

Figure 2–3 Select Build RDF Cloud Service Domain Task Arguments

a. Enter the Task Label.

b. Select the partition dimension to use for building the domain from options 
Department, Group, and Division. If none is selected, Group (pgrp) dimension 
will be used as the partition dimension.

c. If the domain was already created and needs to be overwritten, select 
Overwrite Existing Domain.

d. If Use Default GA Data is not selected, the customer configuration as well as 
the input hierarchy files should have already been uploaded. For details, refer 
to the section, Domain Creation, in the Oracle Retail Demand Forecasting Cloud 
Service Starter Kit Guide.

e. After choosing all the necessary options, click Next.

5. Select the time to schedule the task and click Next. Click Run ASAP if the 
Administrator wants to run the task now or the task can be scheduled by selecting 
the Run on a Schedule option.
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Figure 2–4 Schedule Task

6. Review the selections and click Finish.

Figure 2–5 Verify and Confirm Selections

7. After submitting, review the status of that task in the dashboard similar to any 
other standard administration tasks.

8. After the task is successfully completed, schedule the other task, Restart RPASCE 
Client, in order to bounce WebLogic for changes to the configuration and task flow 
files.

Note: Users will not be allowed in the application while building 
and patching the domain.

Self Service - Patching the RDF Cloud Service Application
This section describes the process of patching the RDF Cloud Service application using 
the Online Administration Tools. Once the RPAS CE and RDF Cloud Service upgrade 
patches are installed in the Oracle Cloud environment, the A&IP application will be 
patched by default with the latest configuration with the last used plug-in options. 
However, if the customer wants to reapply the patch with changes to the plug-in 
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options, the customer can use this task. Before scheduling this task, the Administrator 
should ensure that no users are logged in to the application while patching the 
solution.

The following steps walk you through the process to patch the RDF Cloud Service 
application as an Administration user:

1. After installing RDF Cloud Service, log in to the application as an Administration 
user.

2. In the Tasks list, select Admin Tasks for RDF Domain and then Online Admin 
Tools. Click Submit a New Admin Task.

Figure 2–6 Admin Tasks for RDF CS Task

3. Select Patch Domain Task and then click Next.

Figure 2–7 Select Patch Domain Task

4. Select the Patch Domain option and set the arguments for the task:
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Figure 2–8 Select Patch RDF Cloud Service Domain Task Arguments

a. Enter the Task Label.

b. If patching with an updated customer configuration, ensure that the customer 
configuration has been previously uploaded as described in the section, 
Domain Creation, in the Oracle Retail Demand Forecasting Cloud Service Starter 
Kit Guide.

c. After choosing all the necessary options, click Next.

5. Select the time to schedule the task and click Next. Select Run ASAP to run the 
task now or the task can be scheduled by selecting the Run on a Schedule option.

Figure 2–9 Schedule Task

6. Review the selections and click Finish.
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Figure 2–10 Verify and Confirm Selections

7. After submitting, review the status of that task in the dashboard similar to any 
other standard administration tasks.
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3User and Role Maintenance 

This chapter describes the process for managing users and roles. The Administrator 
can create users and assign the level of access as needed. This chapter describes how to 
create/modify/delete a user and assign roles to a user.

If your Retail Demand Forecasting Cloud Service is configured with Oracle Cloud 
Infrastructure Identity and Access Management (OCI IAM) or Oracle Identity Cloud 
Service (IDCS) for managing users and access, follow the instructions in this chapter.

In order to provide application access to end users, the Cloud Service Administrator 
needs to create the user's account from OCI IAM or IDCS. For OCI IAM user setup, 
follow the steps in "OCI IAM User Creation". Follow the steps in "IDCS User 
Creation". The user must also be assigned to a group in IDCS.

To complete the user provisioning activity, the same user name must be added in the 
Retail Demand Forecasting Cloud Service application and assigned to a necessary 
group.

RDF Cloud Service is built with role-based access. Permissions are associated with 
roles. All roles, including for authorization and application administration, are 
described in the Oracle Retail Identity Management for OCI IAM Startup Guide.

For detailed information on the tasks related to user and role, see the following 
sections:

■ User Maintenance through ICI IAM

– OCI IAM User Creation

– Managing Users in OCI IAM

■ User Maintenance through IDCS

■ IDCS User Creation

■ Managing Users in IDCS

■ Bulk Loading of User and User Groups

User Maintenance through ICI IAM
This section describes how to maintain users through Oracle Cloud Infrastructure 
Identity and Access Management (OCI IAM).

OCI IAM User Creation
Before users can access the Oracle Retail Demand Forecasting Cloud Service 
applications, it is necessary to provision access to the system for each user and to 
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assign roles to each user to control what functionality will be available to the user. The 
access provisioning can be done using OCI IAM. After creation of the user in OCI 
IAM, the Administrator needs to create the same user with the same user group (that 
is, the role in OCI IAM) in the Demand Forecasting Cloud Service application.

Note: The OCI IAM Application URL and login with the required 
administrator access are needed to perform the following steps. The 
welcome email sent by Oracle includes the URL.

The following steps explain how to define users and assign roles for a new user:

1. Log in to the OCI IAM application. The Domains view is shown by default.

Figure 3–1 OCI IAM Domains

2. Click the Domain name for which you want to create a user. The Domain 
Overview page appears.

3. From the Domains Overview page, click Users.

Figure 3–2 Domains Overview Menu

4. From the Domain Users page, click Create User. The Create User page appears.
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Figure 3–3 Create User

5. Provide the First Name, Last Name, and unique user name. If the option “Use the 
email address as the user name” is checked, the system automatically takes the 
email address as the user name.

Note: Oracle recommends using the email address as the user name.

6. Assign the user to a group. Typically, this will be the group specific to the 
provisioned service or application. The user can be assigned to more than one user 
group, but it is recommended to assign one group to one user.

For example, you could assign the user being created to the MFP_BUYERS role.

7. Click Create to complete the user creation in OCI IAM.

8. To complete the user setup, the same user must be created in the Demand 
Forecasting Cloud Service application. To add the user to the Demand Forecasting 
Cloud Service application, follow the steps in "Adding a User to the RDF CS 
Application."

Adding a User Group
User groups provide an intermediate level of security to workbooks that were created 
and saved by specific users. When new users are assigned to the system, they must be 
assigned to existing user groups. User groups should consist of individuals with 
similar job functions or responsibilities. In the Oracle Retail Predictive Planning Suite, 
the user group corresponds to the user's planning role.

To add a user group:

1. Under User Administration, click Add User Group. A Workbook Wizard window 
appears.

2. In the Workbook Wizard window, enter the relevant information into the 
following fields:

■ In the Group Name field, enter a name for the group.

Note: Each group name must begin with a letter and contain only 
alphanumeric characters and underscores. It cannot have spaces. User 
group names are case sensitive.
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■ In the Group Label field, enter a descriptive label for the group. This label is 
displayed when referring to the group throughout RPAS CE.

3. Click Finish to add the user group to the database.

Managing Users in OCI IAM
After users are created in OCI IAM, the Administrator can manage user information, 
manage user groups assigned to users, delete or revoke user access, and reset a 
password.

The following steps explain how to manage users in OCI IAM:

1. Log in to the OCI IAM application. The Domains view is shown by default.

2. Click the Domain name for which you want to create a user. The Domain 
Overview page appears.

3. From the Domains Overview page, click Users.

Figure 3–4 Domains Overview Menu

4. Click the user that you want to edit.

5. You can update the additional information for the selected user. Once updated, 
click Update User to confirm the changes.

6. You can manage the user groups assigned to users in the Groups table. 

Assign a New Group

a. In the Groups table, click Assign user to groups.

b. From the Assign user to group dialog, select the group or groups to add the 
user.

c. Click Assign user.

Remove a Group

a. In the Groups table, select the group from which you want to remove the user.

b. Click Remove user from group.

Note: The same user also needs to be deleted from the Demand 
Forecasting Cloud Service application. This will keep OCI IAM and 
the application synchronized. Complete the user deletion by following 
the steps for deleting a user in the User Maintenance chapter of the 
Oracle Retail Predictive Application Server Cloud Edition Administration 
Guide.

7. A user can be deactivated by selecting Deactivate from the More Actions menu 
and then confirming the selection in the confirmation dialog.
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8. A user can be asked to reset their password by selecting Reset Password and then 
confirming the selection in the confirmation dialog. The associated user will get an 
email with a link to reset the password.

User Maintenance through IDCS
This section describes how to maintain users through Oracle Identity Cloud Service 
IDCS.

IDCS User Creation
Before users can access the RDF Cloud Service, it is necessary to provision access to the 
system for each user and to assign roles to each user to control what functionality will 
be available to the user. The access provisioning is done using IDCS. After creation of 
the user in IDCS, the Administrator needs to create the same user with the same user 
group (that is, the role in IDCS) in the Oracle RDF Cloud Service application.

Note: The IDCS Application URL and the login with the required 
administrator access are needed to perform the following steps. The 
welcome email sent by Oracle includes the URL.

The following steps explain how to define users and assign roles for a new user:

1. Log in to the IDCS application. The dashboard view is shown by default.

Figure 3–5 IDCS Dashboard

2. Click the Add a user icon.

Figure 3–6 Add a User Icon
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3. Provide the First Name, Last Name, and unique user name. If the option, Use the 
email address as the user name, is checked, the system automatically takes the 
email address as the user name.

Note: Oracle recommends using the email address as the user name.

Figure 3–7 IDCS Add User Details Window

4. Assign the user to a group. Typically, this will be the group specific to the 
provisioned service or application. The user can be assigned to more than one user 
group, but it is recommended to assign one group to one user.

For example, you could assign the user being created to the RDF_ANALYSTS role.

Figure 3–8 IDCS Assign User to Groups Window

5. Click Finish to complete the user creation in IDCS.
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6. To complete the user setup, the same user must be created in the RDF Cloud 
Service application. To add the user to the RDF Cloud Service application, follow 
the steps in "Adding a User to the RDF CS Application." 

Adding a User Group
User groups provide an intermediate level of security to workbooks that were created 
and saved by specific users. When new users are assigned to the system, they must be 
assigned to existing user groups. User groups should consist of individuals with 
similar job functions or responsibilities. In the Oracle Retail Predictive Planning Suite, 
the user group corresponds to the user's planning role.

To add a user group:

1. Under User Administration, click Add User Group. A Workbook Wizard window 
appears.

2. In the Workbook Wizard window, enter the relevant information into the 
following fields:

■ In the Group Name field, enter a name for the group.

Note: Each group name must begin with a letter and contain only 
alphanumeric characters and underscores. It cannot have spaces. User 
group names are case sensitive.

■ In the Group Label field, enter a descriptive label for the group. This label is 
displayed when referring to the group throughout RPAS CE.

3. Click Finish to add the user group to the database.

Managing Users in IDCS
After users are created in IDCS, the Administrator can manage user information, 
manage user groups assigned to users, delete or revoke user access, and reset a 
password.

The following steps explain how to manage users in IDCS:

1. Log in to the IDCS application. The dashboard view is shown by default.

2. Select Users from the menu. The list of users in the system is displayed.
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Figure 3–9 IDCS Dashboard Menu

3. Click the user that you want to edit.
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Figure 3–10 IDCS List of Users

4. You can update the additional information for the selected user. Once updated, 
click Update User to confirm the changes.
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Figure 3–11 IDCS Account Information Window

5. You can manage the user groups assigned to users by selecting the Groups tab in 
the top menu and selecting the + Assign option to update user groups as shown in 
the following figure.

Figure 3–12 IDCS Assign User to Groups

6. A user can be deactivated by selecting Deactivate and then confirming the 
selection in the confirmation dialog.
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Figure 3–13 IDCS Deactivate User

7. A user can be deleted by selecting Remove and then confirming the selection in 
the confirmation dialog.

The same user also needs to be deleted from the Merchandise Financial Planning 
Cloud Service application. This will keep IDCS and the application synchronized. 
Complete the user deletion by following the steps for deleting a user in the User 
Maintenance chapter of the Oracle Retail Predictive Application Server Cloud Edition 
Administration Guide.

Figure 3–14 IDCS Remove User

8. A user can be asked to reset their password by selecting Reset Password and then 
confirming the selection in the confirmation dialog. The associated user will get 
email with a link to reset the password.

Figure 3–15 IDCS Reset Password
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Adding a User to the RDF CS Application
To add a user to the RDF CS application:

1. Under User Administration, click Add User. A Workbook Wizard window 
appears.

Figure 3–16 User Administration

2. In the Workbook Wizard window, enter the relevant information in the following 
fields:

Figure 3–17 Add User Details

■ User name: Enter the user name that the user uses for logging in. This user 
name should be the same as the user name created in IDCS.
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■ User label: Enter a label that describes the user (for example, the user's full 
name). This identifying label appears in various locations throughout the 
application.

■ Default group: Select the user group to which the user belongs. The group 
selected for the user should be same as the role selected for the same user in 
IDCS.

For example, you could assign the user being created to the RDF_ANALYSTS 
role.

■ Other groups: If a user belongs to more than one group, select the additional 
groups from the list in the Other groups field.

Note: Passwords are not used by the RPAS CE Client. The password 
is defined and managed by your external authentication provider.

3. If the user requires Administration status, check the Administrator box. To make 
the user an Administrator, it is mandatory to check this check box.

Note: Administrative users have special privileges and the read-only 
status may not apply to them.

If you are not sure whether a user should be granted this ability, you 
can modify the Administration status later in the Security 
Administration workbook.

Note: Granting users Administration status gives them access to all 
workbook templates, but it does not automatically give them access to 
all workbooks.

4. Select the Lock user account check box to temporarily disable the user's account.

5. Select the Inherit group default rights check box so that the user can inherit the 
default rights set for the user group through the Group Workbook Template 
Default Rights and Group Measure Default Rights worksheets. If the Inherit group 
default rights option is not selected and the Administrator check box is not 
selected, then the user is assigned Denied access rights to all templates and 
measures. If the Inherit group default rights option is not selected but the 
Administrator check box is selected, then the user is assigned Full Access rights to 
all templates and Read/Write rights to all measures.

6. Click Finish to add the new user to the database.

Workbook template and measure access rights can now be assigned to the user. To do 
this, access the Security Administration workbook. For more information, see the 
Accessing Security Administration section in the Oracle Retail Predictive Application 
Server Cloud Edition Administration Guide.

Bulk Loading of User and User Groups
The Administrator can bulk import user and user groups using 
comma-separated-values (CSV) files. For information on the bulk import of user and 
user groups from OCI IAM or IDCS, see the documentation at the following links: 
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https://docs.oracle.com/en-us/iaas/Content/Identity/home.htm 
https://cloud.oracle.com/identity/documentation.
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4Hierarchy Maintenance 

Hierarchy management in RDF Cloud Service can be primarily classified into two 
features provided by the RPASCE Platform:

■ Hierarchy Maintenance 

■ Hierarchy Loading

Hierarchy Maintenance
The RDF Cloud Service Administrator can utilize the RPASCE capability to maintain 
user-named and user-defined dimensions within hierarchies. Per the business needs, 
the Administrator can create custom-made dimensions from Hierarchy Maintenance.

To illustrate the concept with an example, suppose the different classes of product by 
default hierarchy belong to different departments. By using the default hierarchy, the 
Administrator does not have the option to group different classes from different 
departments to put together into one logical grouping. Hierarchy Maintenance 
provides that power to the Administrator to put different classes into class groups (for 
example: A,B,C). This flexible grouping of classes can make it easier for the user to 
view information such as planning, replenishment, or measure analysis reports.

The Administrator needs to remember that any hierarchy in RPASCE can have 
user-defined dimensions within it as long as they are set up by the Administrator’s 
company at the time of installation. The examples in this section refer to the product 
hierarchy, but other hierarchies can be maintained in the same way.

For detailed steps and a description for Hierarchy Maintenance, see the information on 
the Hierarchy Maintenance workbook in the Oracle Retail Predictive Application Server 
Cloud Edition Administration Guide.

Hierarchy Loading
Loading of hierarchy position is one of the important regular tasks performed by the 
Administrator. Loading and refreshing of the hierarchy are made simple by the default 
RPAS OAT task Load Hierarchy Data (loadHier). The primary function of this task is 
to add, remove, and reclassify positions in the hierarchy. The loadHier task also 
supports the purging of data in parallel while loading new positions.

To manage the addition, removal, and reclassification of positions in a hierarchy, 
RPASCE uses a methodology called integer indexing. It is used to manage 
multidimensional data at the storage level. The loadHier task also provides a simple 
compression method that can skip duplicated values.

RPASCE supports loading of the hierarchy by multiple input files. The Administrator 
must load the extra input files along with the main input file.
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The Load Hierarchy Data (loadHier) task supports comma-separated values (CSV) or 
fixed width flat files for loading. The load file requires a .dat file extension for flat files 
and a .csv.dat file extension for a CSV file.

The detailed steps and description for hierarchy loading are documented in the Oracle 
Retail Predictive Application Server Cloud Edition Administration Guide.
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5Monitor Domain Performance 

The RDF Cloud Service Administrator can use various tools provided by RPASCE 
OAT tasks to monitor domain performance. While the environment is live, RPASCE 
OAT tasks provide the Administrator great flexibility to control the domain from the 
RDF Cloud Service application front end.

The major tasks which can be useful for the Administrator in day to day activity to 
check on the domain are described in this chapter.

This chapter provides the name and overview about the tasks which are useful for 
monitoring/optimizing domain performance. The detailed steps and descriptions for 
the tasks are documented in the Oracle Retail Predictive Application Server Cloud Edition 
Administration Guide. 

System Administration tasks:

■ Optimize Domain: Optimize domain to improve performance and free up space.

■ Reindex Domain: The Reindex Domain task is used to compress, increase, or 
decrease the set of physical address spaces (or indexes) of the multidimensional 
arrays.

■ Scan Domain: The Scan Domain utility is a domain utility used for detecting data 
loss and repairing data corruption in an RPASCE database.

■ Fix Domain: The Fix Domain utility is to detect different types of corruption that 
occur within a domain.

Additional System Administration task that can be helpful in gathering domain 
information:

■ Domain Information: Provides miscellaneous details about a domain.

Service Request Administration tasks:

■ Start Oracle OS Watcher: Start the Oracle OS Watcher to gather OS metrics for 
performance analysis.

■ Stop Oracle OS Watcher: Stop the running of the Oracle OS Watcher.

Configured Batch task:

■ Clean up Task: This task is provided to clean up the processed files or 
unprocessed files from different cloud service locations to be run by the retailer on 
an on-need basis.

Optimize Domain
The Optimize Domain utility is used to improve performance and minimize the space 
required by the domain data.
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Because the RPASCE Btree dimension arrays undergo continuous updates and 
changes as a result of adding and deleting existing positions, over time, measure 
arrays become full of stale data. This stale data is created when positions are deleted, 
but the associated index remains. This results in wasted space and inefficient 
operations. The measure arrays containing any data for these positions must be 
updated to reflect these deletions. Deleting positions marks the hierarchy data for the 
corresponding dimensions as changed, but it does not clean up the associated data 
from the measure arrays. The Optimize Domain utility cleans this stale data from the 
measure arrays. For details about the Optimize Domain online administration tasks, 
see the Oracle Retail Predictive Application Server Cloud Edition Administration Guide.

Reindex Domain
The Reindex Domain task is used to compress, increase, or decrease the set of physical 
address spaces (or indexes) of the multidimensional arrays. The process of 
compressing and defragmenting the physical IDs makes the domain load and run 
faster. The reindexing options let you reindex the entire domain, dimensions within a 
hierarchy, or a specified list of dimensions, and also prepend calendar dimension 
positions. For details about the Reindex Domain online administration tasks, see the 
Oracle Retail Predictive Application Server Cloud Edition Administration Guide.

Scan Domain
The Scan Domain utility is a domain utility used for detecting data loss and repairing 
data corruption in an RPASCE database. Data loss occurs when an RPASCE process is 
abnormally terminated. This can happen when an external mechanism, such as a 
power failure, causes a sudden termination of an RPASCE process. Data loss can also 
occur due to an unexpected program breakdown.

Data corruption can occur if an external program modifies the RPASCE database files 
or an unforeseen defect occurs in the processes using the RPASCE database (an 
extremely rare event).

The Scan Domain utility can detect both corruption and data loss, but it can only fix 
corruption. This utility can operate on global, non-partitioned, and local domains. It 
supports parallelization when repairing databases in a domain.

For details about the Scan Domain online administration tasks, see the Oracle Retail 
Predictive Application Server Cloud Edition Administration Guide.

Fix Domain
The Fix Domain online administration utility is used to detect many types of 
corruption that can occur within an RPASCE domain. This utility can be used to 
perform a number of tasks, which are described in this section. In all cases, Fix Domain 
can execute to perform an examination to detect problems. The following major tasks 
are performed by the Fix Domain task utility:

■ Remove Inconsistent Measure Attributes

■ Remove Partially Unregistered Measures

■ Repair Discrepancies in Hierarchy Information

■ Repair Unlinked Arrays

For details about the Fix Domain online administration tasks, see the Oracle Retail 
Predictive Application Server Cloud Edition Administration Guide.
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Domain Information
The Domain Information task is used to provide miscellaneous details about a domain, 
including type of domain (simple, master, subdomain, or local) and the upgrade and 
version history of the domain.

For details about the Domain Information online administration tasks, see the Oracle 
Retail Predictive Application Server Cloud Edition Administration Guide.

Start Oracle OS Watcher
The Start Oracle OS Watcher task is used to collect OS performance metrics with 
user-specified parameters. When the task ends, the collected data is packaged in a tar 
file named as osw_archive_<timestamp>.tar. The collected data, along with other 
profile data or logs, is used to help Oracle Support diagnosis performance issues of the 
RPASCE applications.

For details about the Start Oracle OS Watcher online administration tasks, see the 
Oracle Retail Predictive Application Server Cloud Edition Administration Guide.

Stop Oracle OS Watcher
The purpose of this task is to stop the running OS Watcher before its duration ends. 
When the Stop Oracle OS Watcher task starts, it will immediately stop the running OS 
Watcher task, and package the collected data in a tar file, the same way the Start Oracle 
OS Watcher task does at the end of its duration.

Clean up Task
This task is provided to clean up the processed files or unprocessed files from different 
cloud service locations to be run by the retailer on an on-need basis. This task has three 
options to select the locations to clean up when this task is scheduled.

For details about the Clean Up task, see "Clean up Task."
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